GRADAC PARK TEEMING WITH ENTHUSIASTIC AUDIENCES

Hit Croatian National Theatre Play “One Song A Day Takes Mischief
Away” Sweeps Audience Off Their Feet
Dubrovnik, 22 July 2019 – Last night, 21 July, the sensational play “One Song A Day Takes
Mischief Away,” directed by Rene Medvešek and performed in the picturesque Gradac park by
the brilliant Croatian National Theatre ensemble from Zagreb, swept the excited audience off
their feet.
Inspired by the Krešo Golik eponymous cult classic – and one of the most watched Croatian films
ever, Rene Medvešek conceived a veritable theatre potpourri through which he recreates the good
spirit of Zagreb. In Medvešek’s musical theatre vision, the story about the everyday life of ordinary
and familiar faces which gather around a table – the centrepiece of middle-class society – is enriched
by a radio programme, the radio being the heart of the quaint dining room. This thrilling theatre
rendition kept the legendary Golik film’s spirit with Medvešek adding more documentary elements of
interwar Zagreb. The star-studded cast, led by Zrinka Cvitešić, Dušan Bućan and Krešimir
Mikić, left the audience in tears from laughter and their delight was evident in the long and
thunderous applause, and the cast even singing along with the crowd. “One Song A Day Takes
Mischief Away” is to be performed one more day, tonight 22 July, at the same place and at the
same time.
The unparalleled ensemble also includes Croatian National Theatre actors Ivana Boban as Aunt
Mina, Ivan Colarić, Ivan Glowatzky, Dušan Gojić, Nikša Kušelj, Dora Lipovčan, Vanja
Matujec, Iva Mihalić, Vlasta Ramljak, Barbara Vicković, Silvio Vovk i Mirta Zečević. Nina
Bajsić is the dramaturge while set designer is Tanja Lacko, costume designer is Doris Kristić and
lighting design is done by Aleksandar Čavlek. The music was done by Matija Antolić, Nenad
Kovačić and the choreography by Pravdan Devlahović.
The Dubrovnik Summer Festival – the centre of Croatian and global spirit and culture, a place of creation
and not just a place of visit, a place of community, ideas and new artistic expressions, is traditionally
supported this year by the Ministry of Culture of the Republic of Croatia, the City of Dubrovnik, the
Dubrovnik-neretva county and numerous other sponsors and benefactors who helped bring this most
prestigious cultural event in Croatia to fruition.
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